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Gentlemen:
Last week a terrible thing happened to our notebook computer. We did not expect this
situation to arise amidst our Saturday Seminars. We have spent a lot of time creating
PowerPoint and Word presentations on our Toshiba Satellite notebook computer. As 1
began to power it on it would not boot to the C: drive. Out of sheer frustration 1tried to
format the hard drive and even did a DOS FDISK command to no avail. It was time to
call in the experts. I looked at the ComputorEdge magazine and found a company called
Advanced Data Solutions in National City 1remembered their company becausethey
used to put out a sign by the fitness club regarding hard disk recovery
1 spoke to Klon at first and he carefully entered detailed information about my situation
into their computer. 1told myself 1 would give them a tty since the data contained in my
hard drive was very critica1 for our ministerial operations. lt could be replaced but would
cost a lot of time, effort and money that our ministty cannot afford.
A few days later I received a call from Jose Cruz letting me know that they could indeed
recover the data on my hard drive. Our prayers were answeredjust in time to use the
computer for our seminar tomorrow. Although 1 do not understand how ADS was able to
recover my data, 1 am amazed at the accomplishment ADS has done for us.
Being a non-protit organization we also found their rates very reasonable and affordable.
I highly recommend ADS to any organization that has experienced the same or worse
hard drive crash experience. It would seem that their company has the ability to retrieve
almost anything conceming storage media.
God bless your organization,
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